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ORDERED SPACES
ALL OF WHOSE CONTINUOUS IMAGES ARE NORMAL

WILLIAM FLEISSNER AND RONNIE LEVY

(Communicated by Dennis K. Burke)

Abstract. Some spaces, such as compact Hausdorff spaces, have the property

that every regular continuous image is normal. In this paper, we look at such

spaces. In particular, it is shown that if a normal space has finite Stone-Cech

remainder, then every continuous image is normal. A consequence is that every

continuous image of a Dedekind complete linearly ordered topological space of

uncountable cofinality and coinitiality is normal. The normality of continuous

images of other ordered spaces is also discussed.

Let A' be a normal topological space. In general, there is no reason to expect

every regular continuous image of X to be normal. After all, every space,

normal or not, is the continuous image of a normal space, namely, a discrete

space. On the other hand, every continuous image of certain spaces is normal.

For example, if X is compact Hausdorff, or, more generally, regular Lindelöf,

then every (regular) continuous image of X is normal, because every continuous

image of X is Lindelöf. In this note, we discuss spaces with the property that

every regular continuous image is normal. In particular, we point out that those

metric spaces which have this property are the separable ones, and, we discuss

the situation for complete linearly ordered topological spaces.

We make the convention that all given spaces are assumed to be regular,

which includes Hausdorff. All metric spaces will be assumed to have the metric

topology. All linearly ordered spaces will be assumed to have the order topology.

Ordinals will be von Neumann ordinals and cardinals will be initial ordinals.

1. Adjunction spaces, closed subsets, and metric spaces

The construction of adjunction spaces is covered in several texts, such as [D,

pp. 127-128]. We review the basics here. Let /: A —► Y be a continuous map

from a closed subset A of a space X to Y, where we may assume without loss

of generality that X (1Y = 0 . Generate an equivalence relation on XuY by

a ~ f(a) for all a in A . The resulting quotient space is denoted Xu, Y. It is
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232 WILLIAM FLEISSNER AND RONNIE LEVY

trivial to prove that (i) Y is homeomorphic to a closed subset of X \Jf Y and

(ii) the projection p: XuY —> Xl>f Y is a continuous surjection. The method

of proof (but not the statement) of [D, §VII 3.4, p. 145], yields the following.

1.1. Proposition, (a) Let X be normal, A a closed subset of X, f: A —► Y

continuous, and Y regular. Then X Uy Y is regular.

(b) If Y is the union of finitely many closed normal subspaces, then Y is

normal.

(c) If Y = K U TV, where K is compact and TV is normal, then Y is normal.

1.2. Proposition. A space X has the property that every continuous regular

image is normal if and only if every closed subset has the property that every

closed regular image is normal.

Proof. Since X is a closed subspace of itself and the identity map from X to

itself is onto, it will suffice to show that if /: A —» Y is a continuous surjection,

A is closed in Y, and Y is not normal, then there is a continuous map g from

X onto a nonnormal space. For this, let Z = XUj-Y and let g be the quotient

map.   D

1.3. Corollary. If X is a metric space, then every continuous image of X is

normal if and only if X is separable.

Proof. A separable metric space is Lindelöf. A nonseparable metric space con-

tains an uncountable closed discrete subspace which maps continuously onto

the Tychonov plank.   D

2. Normal almost compact spaces

To smooth the exposition in later sections, we record in this section some

useful elementary results. A completely regular space X is said to be almost

compact if ßX\X has at most one point. (See [GJ, p. 95].) If ßX\X has

exactly one point, denote the point by oo^ .

2.1. Lemma, (a) A (regular) space X is almost compact and normal if and

only if for any pair of disjoint closed subsets of X, at least one is compact.

(b) Every almost compact space is locally compact.

(c) Every continuous image of a normal almost compact space is normal and

almost compact.

(d) If X is almost compact and a dense proper subset of a completely regular

space Y, then Y = ßX.

Proof, (a) Sufficiency is immediate from problem 6J of [GJ]. For necessity

notice that if X is normal and almost compact but not compact, then of any

pair of disjoint closed subsets of X, at most one can have the point oo^ in its

closure, so at most one of the sets is not compact. The proof of (b) is immediate

from the fact that an almost compact space has compact Stone-Cech remainder.

The proof of (c) is easy and omitted. For (d), note that ßX maps onto ßY

and hence ßY\X has as at most one point.   G
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2.2. Lemma. Suppose that f is a continuous function from a normal almost

compact space X onto a space Y. From 2.1 (c) we may consider ßf : ßX —»

ßY.

(a) // ßf(oox) e Y, then Y is compact.

(b) If ßf(oox) ^ Y, then f is a closed map.
(c) If for some compact KcY, the set f*~(K) is not compact, then Y is

compact.

Proof, (a) In this case, Y is the continuous image of the compact space ß X.

(b) If H is closed in X, then f~*(H) = ßf^(ClßXH) n Y. (c) oc^ e

ClgX(f~(K)) so ßf(oox) e K and (a) applies.   D

2.3. Lemma. Let Z be a normal almost compact subset of W. Then either Z

is closed in W or ClwZ is compact. Hence, in either case, ClwZ is normal.

Proof. If C1H, Z had two disjoint noncompact closed subsets, their traces on

Z would be disjoint noncompact closed subsets of Z. Therefore, ClwZ is

almost compact and normal. If there is an element of Cl^ Z\Z, then by 2.1 (d)

ClwZ = ßZ.   D

3.  COFINALITY AND COMPLETE ORDERED SPACES

In this section, we discuss linearly ordered spaces with the property that every

continuous image is normal. In particular, we discuss those complete ordered

spaces for which the confinality determines whether or not every continuous

image is normal. For example, we show that if X is a linearly ordered topo-

logical space which has a countably infinite co-initial subset but cofinality cox,

then there is a nonnormal continuous image of X.

In the proof of the following lemma, when we talk about a Tychonov plank,

we mean a space of the form (a + 1) x (toQ + 1) - {(a, to0)}, where a is

a cardinal of uncountable cofinality. The corner point and the top and right

edges are defined in analogy with the usual Tychonov plank.

3.1. Lemma. Suppose a is a cardinal of uncountable cofinality such that toQ <

a < c. Let X be the discrete union of a and to0. Then there exists a continuous

function from X onto a nonnormal space Y.

Proof. Since the space a + 1 has a base of at most c clopen sets, the compact

space (a + 1) x (toQ H-1) is embedded in the separable space c2 x (toQ + 1). It

follows that there exists a space Z such that the Tychonov plank P = (a+ 1) x

(to0 + I) - {(a, co0)} is a closed subset of Z and Z - P is a countable dense

subset of Z. Let Y be the subspace of Z consisting of Z - P with the top

edge T and the right edge R of P . Then, since Y is a union of a copy of a

and a countable set, y is a continuous image of X. Furthermore, Y, being a

subset of a compact Hausdorff space, is regular. What is left to show is that Y

is not normal. We will show that R and T cannot be separated in Y. Suppose

U and V are open subsets of Y containing R and T respectively. Then there
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exist open subsets U and V of Z - {(a, to0)} whose traces on Y are U

and V respectively. Since the right and top edges of P are not separated by

open sets, [/*nK*/0, and since Z - P is dense in Z - {(a,to0)}, there

exists an xeZ-P such that x e U* nV* . But then x € U n V, so f/ and

F are not disjoint. Therefore, Y is not normal.   D

3.2. Corollary. Suppose X is a linearly ordered topological space and a is a

cardinal of uncountable cofinality such that tox < a < c. If X has countably

infinite co-initiality and cofinality a, or if X has co-initiality a and countably

infinite cofinality, then X admits a map onto a nonnormal (regular) space.

Proof. In this case either X has a closed subset homeomorphic to the discrete

union of to0 and a or I has an uncountable closed discrete subset. Now

apply 1.2 and either 1.3 or 3.1.   D

Suppose that X is a linearly ordered topological space such that the order

has a first but no last element. Then it is not necessarily the case that every

continuous image of X is normal. In fact, it is easy to see that every infinite

discrete space can be written in this form. However, if the order on X is

Dedekind complete, then every continuous image of X is normal. This fact

follows from the next observations.

3.3. Proposition. Suppose X is a normal space such that ßX - X is finite.

Then every continuous image of X is normal.

Proof. Suppose /: X —► Y is a continuous surjection. Let j¥ = {TV : p e

ßX-X} be a disjoint collection of closed subsets of X such that {p}öN is a

neighborhood of p . Notice that M = X\\J{lnt(Np): p e ßX\X} is compact

and therefore normal and almost compact. Since TV is a closed subset of the

normal space X, ßNp = C\ßx(Np) = Npu {p}. Hence TVp is normal and

almost compact. Set JV' = JV U {M} . Now Y = U{Cly Z: Z e Jf') , where

by 2.3 each C1VZ is normal. Hence, by 1.1(b), Y is normal.   D

Let us say that if a linearly ordered topological space has a first (last) element,

then its co-initiality (cofinality) is 1.

3.4. Corollary. Let X be a complete linearly ordered topological space. Every

continuous image of X is normal if any of the following cases holds.

(a) Co-initiality of X < to and cofinality of X < to.

(b) Co-initiality of X = 1 and cofinality of X > to.
(c) Co-initiality of X > to and cofinality of X> to.

Proof. In case (a) X is a-compact. In case (b) X is normal and almost com-

pact so 2.1(c) applies. In case (c), \ßX\X\ = 2 and 3.3 applies.   D

4. Other complete ordered spaces

In looking at the question of which complete ordered spaces have the prop-

erty that every continuous image is normal, we have not considered the case
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where the order has countable co-initiality and cofinality greater than c. In this

section, we look at this question.

4.1. Proposition. If a is any uncountable regular cardinal, then there exists a

complete ordered space X such that X has countable co-initiality, the cofinality

of X is a, and some continuous image of X is not normal.

Proof. For an ordered space A, let Artv denote the ordered space obtained by

reversing the order on A . Let S be the set tox (a+ I) with the lexicographic

order. Let X be the union of Srtv and a ordered so that every element of a

is larger than every element of Stev. Then clearly X is order complete, X has

co-initiality to and cofinality a. To find a nonnormal space Y which is the

continuous image of X, let Y be [(a + I) x (to + 1)] - (a , to). Then Y is

nonnormal, just as the Tychonov plank is nonnormal—in fact, if a = tox , then

Y is the Tychonov plank. A continuous function from X onto Y is given by

mapping {n} x (a + 1) onto (a + 1) x {n} for n e to and mapping a onto

a x {to} in the obvious ways.   □

Although 4.1 shows that there is no result which asserts that ordered spaces

with countable co-initiality and large cofinality have normal images, there is

such a result if the ordered space is nice enough.

4.2. Proposition. Suppose X is the discrete union of to and a where a is

an ordinal of cofinality greater than c. Then every continuous image of X is

normal.

Proof. Suppose f: X -* Y is a continuous surjection. The plan is to apply

1.1(b) to Y = Cly./">(û>)uCly/~'(a). By 2.3 Cly/"*(«) is normal. We

will show that ClYf^(to) is normal by showing that it is a closed subset of

a er-compact (hence normal) space. If f^(a) is compact, then Y is itself

a -compact and we are done. Therefore, we may suppose that f^(a) is not

compact. By 2.2(c), then, for each compact subset K of f^(a), the set (/ |

a)*~(K) is bounded in a .

Every separable space, in particular ClY(f~*(œ)), has weight at most c.

By 2.1(b), /~*(a) is locally compact. Thus, Cly(/"*(&>)) n f^(a) can be

covered by c compact sets; call them Kx. By (ii), each of the sets f*~(Kx) is

bounded and since a has cofinality greater than c, there is a ô < a such that

ClY(f~*(to)) c /"*(<«) Uf~*(S + 1), which is a-compact.    G
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